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I. INPROWC~ION

A computer vision system has been developed at the Coordinated Science

Laborator y (CSL) which enables a PDP—l0 computer to acauire television

pictures in digital form . The television camera is mounted on a platform

referred to as the pan—tilt assembly ( see Fig . 1) wh ich can be rotated back

and forth and tilted up and down [Geschke , 1975] . Also on the pan—tilt

assembly are a remote controlled zoom lens [Williamson , 1975] and a range

finder . Everything on the oan—tilt assembly except for the camera is

interfaced to a PDP—ll/40 minicomputer which can communicate with the PDP—10 .

The device that was most recently added to the vision system is the

r ange finder . By projecting a stripe of light onto the scene being viewed by

the camera , distances to the points illuminated by the stripe can be computed

by tr iangulation . The source of light is a 15 milliwatt helium—neon laser ,

and the laser beam is converted into a stripe and projected by a specially

built scanning head. This part of the range finder is patterned after a

similar range finder used at Stanford [Agin and Binford , 1973]; however, the

CSL version is mounted differently. Instead of being attached to a table , the

laser and scanning head are mounted on the pan—tilt assembly with the camera

so that the range finding facility is always available no matter where the

camera is aimed. Furthermore, this arrangement reduces the need for freauent

readjustment of the range finder since the relative position of the laser and

scanning head is fixed.
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Fig . 1. The pan—tilt assembly.
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~1
The scanning head consists of two main parts, a lens rotating assembly

and a mirror assembly mounted on a common chassis. A schematic view of the

scanninq head is shown in Fig . 2. The laser beam encounters the lens assembly

first .  In the shape of a semicircular cylinder , the lens causes the laser

beam to spread out in only one d imension. This creates a plane of light , or

a stripe as seen by the camera. The or ientation of the plane is controlled by

the rotation of the lens atout the ax is of the laser beam. Before the plane

of light becomes too wide , it is reflected by a small mirror towards the area

being viewed by the camera. Hence, the distance to virtually any paint in the

camera s image can be obtained .

M rror

Laser
Beam

\
Cylindrical Lens

Projected
Plane of

Light
+ FP—44$3

Fig. 2. Schematic of the scanning head. 
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Of course, in order to accurately neasure distances, the orientation and

scanning angle of the plane of light must be known very precisely.

Consequently, the lens and mirror are driven by stepper motors which are

controlled by the PDP—11. The motors are geared down so that the lens moves

in angular increments of f ive  degrees and the mirror in increments of 0.05

degrees. (Note, however , that the net increment in the scanning angle is one

tenth of a degree.)

Control of the scanning head by the PDP—ll is simplified by some logic

circuitry at the interface. Both the lens and the mirror have a pair of

position registers, one for the actual position and one for the desired

position. The computer need only load the desired positions and the hardware

controls the motors automatically. When the motors, i.e., the lens and

mirror , have reached their desired positions, the hardware can signal an

interrupt to the computer.

• 9  
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II. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

The basic method used to determine the r ange of an object is

triangulation. The scanning head projects a plane of laser light which can be

seen as a stripe in the camera ’s image , while each point in the image

corres~~nds to a ray in space along which the observed point must actually

lie . This ray intersects the plane in a unique point. If the equations of

the ray and the olane are known in a suitable coordinate system, then the

coordinates of the inter section point can be computed~.

Since the camera and the scanning head are both rigidly affixed to the

nan—tilt platform, it is convenient to use a coordinate system also attaches

to this platform . Such a system is shown in Fig. 3. In order to simplify the

aibseauent analysis, the following assumptions will be made. (1) The axis

about which the scanning mirror rotates shall be parallel to the z axis, and

the surface of the mirror shall contain this axis of rotation. (2) The axis

of the laser beam shall lie in the x—y plane and intersect the mirror ’s axis

of rotation. (3) The cylindrical lens shall be adjusted so that the plane of

light rotates about the axis of the laser beam.

When the above assumptions are satisfied , the orientation and scanning

angle of the projected plane of light can be measured by the angles 9 and (1)

as shown in Fia. 4. Both angles are shown with a positive displacement.

Hence , the direction angles of the plane are qiven by

cos~~~= b c o 5 05_~~= cos e cos~~

~ 

_____________ ___________________________________________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -_. _ — ‘_-- ——-- - — 

---- -~~~~~ -- . —~~—-- -.- ..-~~~~~.- ~~•.-. -. --——-—_—,
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Fig. 3. The range finder coordinate system.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the projected plane of light.
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co~~ 
_ b cos 8cos CD sin 9 cos 4)

b cot 9

cos ~ = cos(9(P— CD) = sin 4),

• and since the d istance from this plane to the origin is b cos 9 cos 4), the

equation of the plane is given by

x cos 9 cos (1) + y sin 9 cos (1) + z sin 4) — b cos 9 cos Cl) = 0. (1)

Since a ray extended from any point in the camera’s image passes through

an imaginary focal point located at (0,f,0) on the y axis , it Is convenient to

express these rays in terms of a primed coordinate system centered at this

point as shown in Fig . 5. Hence, we must first express the above plane in

terms of the primed coordinates. From analytic geometry, the distance from

the point (ø ,f,0) to the plane in the unprimed coordinate system is given by

letting x = 0 , y =  f , and z 0 in the left side of Ea. (1). Since this

distance simplifies to (f sin 9 — b cos 9)cos (I) and since the direction

angles are unchanged in the primed coordinate system , the new equation for the

olane of light is given by

x ’cos e cos 4)+y ’sin e cos t D + z’sthCD

+ (f sine—bc os 9)cos CD =0. (2)

The points in the camera’s image can be imagined to lie on a front image

plane with its points designated by the coordinates u and v. However , the

location of this image plane is ambiguous; if it is close to the focal point,

a ~nall image is obtained, and if it is far away, a larqe image is obtained.

I - To get around this problem, we can access points in the image plane by angular

displacements from the y axis; hence, we define p and ~, as follows:

tan 
~~ 

= 
~~~~~~~~~ tan v =



- ——•_~~~~~
- —--. --.-- _—--— _

~~~

F ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . .

4 .

8

A point (p , v)  in the image, then, corresponds to a line in space given by the

parametric eauation (in the parameter y ’)

x ’ = y ’tan u , z ’ = y ’tan v. (3)

The intersection of this line and the plane defined above can be found

by aibstitutinq x ’ and z’ from Eq. (3) into Eq. (2). Hence, we have

y’tan ~ cos 9 cos Cl) + y’sin 9 cos (I) + z’tan v sin Cl)

+ (f sin 9 — b cos 9)cos 4) = 0,

or

y ’ b c o s 9 - f s i n 9
tan p cos 9 + sin 9 + tan v tan (l)

The x ’ and z’ coordinates can be easily found from Eq. (3). In the uriprimed

coordinates , the val ues are the same except that y = y’+ f.

z
Front Image
Plane

F
P

O
o
C
i
O
nt
I

f 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. 

. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ x ’ 

FP- 5216

• Fig. 5. The image coordinate system.
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• III. THE SC1~NNING HEAD

The function of the scanning head is to convert the laser beam into a

stripe and to aim the stripe toward the area being viewed by the camera. As

shown above in Fig . 2, this is achieved with a cylindrical lens and a scanning

mirror . The actual scanning head is shown in Fig. 6. The laser beam enters

on the right through a hollow shaft on the lens rotating assembly (the unit

assembled on the li—shaped bracket). At the end of this shaft is the lens

mountiry~ assembly with the cylindrical lens located at the very tip. Then at

the left is the scanning mirror , and the motors which drive the mirror and

lens are in the background.

From a design point of view, accomodatirvg the assumptions made in the

above mathematical treatment was a trivial problem. The following constraints

were imposed upon the design: the axis of the hollow shaft was to intersect

and be perpendicular to the scanning mirror ’s axis of rotation ; the flat side

of the cylindrical lens was to be perpendicular and centered with respect to
1’

-
. 

. the incident laser beani; and the surface of the scanning mirror was to

contain the axis about which it rotates. In order to satisfy these

constraints to the necessary degree of prec ision , the assemblies were designed

to be adjustable wherever possible. Detailed views of these assemblies are

q iven in Appendix A , and the procedure for making the adjustments is given in

Appendix B.

In addition to those constraints which simplified the mathematical

analysis, there were other design considerations. One very emall detail was

• the way the laser beam should pass through the cylindrical lens to produce as

_ _ _ _ _ _  •
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Fig . 6. Photograç1~ of the scanning head .
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long a stripe as cossible; should it enter the flat side or the round side?

The path followed by a ray of light in each case is depicted in Fig. 7. Using

• Snell’s law from optics and letting n be the index c~t refraction for the

cylindrical lens, we have

sin = sin O~ (n\/j — sin2G~ — Vl — n2sin29~)

and

SiT) 9r = sin 9i (~~~~~— s in~~~ —\/1 — s i n
2O1).

These deflection angles for liqht entering the flat and round sides

respectively ara plotted versus sin 9~ in Fiq . 8. (The reason sin 9~ is

used as the independent variable instead of is that it is proportional to

the distance by which an incident ray of light is off from the center of the

lens.) SincE the width of the laser beam is quite a hit less than the width

of the lens , it can be seen that sl iqhtlv greater angles of deflection are

obtair~d fo r light enter ing the flat side .

As the light rays emerqinq from the cylindrical lens diverge , it is

conceivable that some of these rays might completely miss the scanninci mirror .

Clearly , this problem is most prevalent when the mirror is turned as

• • 

• 

- 
illustrated in Fig. 9a. Similarly, when the mirror is turned so that it is

more nearly facinq the lens as shown in Fig. 9b, the lens and its mounting

assembly may intercept some of the light reflected by the mirror thus casting

a shadow. In either case, there is a possiblity that blind spots may be

oroduced in the range finder . Hence, an additional design consideration was

to minimize these effects and to make sure that the entire field of view for

the camera could be illuminated by the range finder. (It should be pointed

out that blind s~~ts can be produced by yet a third phenomenon over which

there is no control. Since the scanning head must be displaced fran the

-~~~
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~~~~ ..—,
--~—~~ 4r+----—Incident __.L_ _~L.~?c”—Incident

Light Ray .~~.~~~~~‘
-__ Light Ray

Fig. 7. The paths taken by a ray of light through the cylindrical
lens wt~n light enters the flat side (left ) and the round side (right) .

9C I I

U) 9r

~ 70 - For Light Entering
the Round Side

-

C 9050 . -

For Light Entering 48.2

~~~~~ 
40 - the Flat Side

e30
- -

• 
~~1o- -

0 1 I
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

SIfl 8~ FP-52O~

Fig . 8. Deflection angles plotted versus sin where the
index of refraction (n) is assumed to be 1.5.
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optical axis of the camera , the projec ted stripe can fall on surfaces which

cannot be seen from where the camera is located.)

~~~~
‘ Le 

M2~~~~~~~~~

• (a) Li ght Missing the Mirror ( b) Light Intercepted by the Lens
FP- 5211

• Fiq. 9. Effec ts producing blind soots in the range finder .

Several factors were considered which might alleviate the problem of

blind spots. One was the distance of the lens mounting assembly from the

mirror .  When the lens is moved closer to the mirror , less light misses the

mirror , bot at the same time , the problem of shadows becomes worse . Two other

factors considered were the dimensions of the lens mounting assembly and tne

possiblily of mounting the whole scanning head at an angle slightly facing the

optical axis of the camera. By far the most promising consideration, however,

was the idea of mounting the scanning mirror so that it would rotate about a

line offset fran the center of the mirror as shown in Fig. 10. Not only does

this result in the side of the mirror farther from the lens to subtend an

angle from the lens more nearly eaual to the angle subtended by the near side,

but it also allows the let-is to be moved closer to the mirror without danger of

the mirror colliding with the lens when it turns fully clockwise . - •

I
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Mirror

• ____
Laser

Lens
FP -5 211

Fig. 10. Rotating the mirror
about a line offset from the center
of the mirror.

Of these considerations, only the first could be adjusted after the

construct ion and mounting of the scanning head (since the lens mounting

• assembly can be slid back and forth on the hollow shaft) . The other

considerations, however , had a direct effect on the design of the scanning

head. Hence, some method for determining when the design minimized the

occurrence of blind spots had to be devised. An attempt was made to solve the

problem analytically, but the analysis became too difficult. Conseciuently, a

computer program was written to simulate a model of the scanning head. Given

the parameters described above and the orientation of the cylindrical lens,

• the proqram would scan the stripe across the entire field of view in

increments of t~~t degrees. The output of the program was the set of endpoints

of all stri~xs and shadows cast upon a rectangular sheet of specified size and

distance from the camera. Fig. 11 shows a typical output of the program

illustrated gra±dcally. By trial and error , it was found that the use of

mirror offset alone was sufficient to shift all blind spots to well outside

the camera ’s normal field of view.

—- ~~~~~ •~~- • -•- -~~~~-•~~~ •
• —~~~~ - _ ••  ~• —~~-• ~~~~~ - •- •- ~~---- ~~‘—---
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FP-5217

Fig. 11. Simulated scan of the range finder across a rectangular
sheet (rectangular sheet: 3 m. by 6 m. in size, 2 m. from camera;
baseline = 70 cm.; mirror offset = 1 an.; 4) = 45 degrees) .

We turn now to the means by which the mirror and lens are rotated. As

pointed out above, the positions of the mirror and lens must be known with

fairly high accuracy, so it was decided to drive them with stepper motors.

Since fine adjustment of the lens rotation was not deemed critical, a motor

with 24 steps per revolution and a single pair of gears with a 3:1 turning

ratio was chosen to drive the lens. This provides a rotation in increments of

five degrees, and it allows orthogonal stripes to be produced, e.g., at —45

and +45 degrees. Fine adjustment of the mirror ’s position, on the other hand ,

was considered more critical or else email objects in the camera ’s image might

get skipped by the stripe as it scans back and forth. In other words , it was

desired that the stripe move in increments not much larger than the width of

the stripe. Hence , a motor with 200 steps per revolution was selected , and in

- 
order to reduce the increments in the scanning angle down to the required

amount , i.e., one tenth of a degree , a gear reduction of 36 was required . The

• arrangement of the motors and gears is shown in Appendix A.
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IV. THE RANGE FINDER ELEC’IRCEICS

The electronic hardware which controls the range finder is distributed

in three locations, but most of it is concentrated in the PDP—ll backplane. A

- 
- block diagram of how it is distributed and the main paths of information flow

are illustrated in Fig . 12. Although it is rot shown , every block except for

-: the control and status block consists of two virtually identical halves

correspond ing to the mirror and lens .

Since the motor controllers play such a central role , they should be

described first . The schematic for a controller is shown in two parts in

Figs. 13 and 14. In essence, the controller has two inputs and two outputs.

One input is to drive the motor clockwise by producing a train of pulses on

the clockwise output , and the other input and output drive the motor counter—

Motor L ~ Position
Drivers I Registers

Scanning I 1
Head F I I

Sensors 
~ L.

Pan-Tilt Assemb ly 

~ co 
1
t ~ers

Manual I Control
Controller B Status

Vision Console PDP 11 Backplane
FP -5207

Fig. 12. Block diag ram of the range
finder electronics.
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Load ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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CCW Drive ~~~~~~~~
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Fig . 13. Input circuitry of the motor controller .
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Fig. 14. Step generating circuitry of the motor controller .
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clockwise. Each pulse on the output causes the motor driver to step the motor

one position in the appropriate direction. An additional air of inputs

correspond to CW and CG~ limit switches, although these inputs are not used on

the lens controller. When the mirror moves so far as to trip one of these

limit switches, the output pulses which have been drliTing the mirror in that

direction are automatically stopped .

These very basic features of the motor controller are embodied in the

• circuitry shown in Fig . 14. The CVJ and CCW direction inputs (which connect to

Fig. 13) are normally low logic levels; when one of these lines goes high , a

seauence of pulses at the corresponding output is produced. If the other

input should also go high, it is prevented from having any effect by the pair

of cross coupled NAND gates 7—2 and 7—3. These same two NAND gates are used

to stop the pulses when a limit switch is activated. The limit switch inputs

are normal ly high , so when one of them goes low, the direction input which

goes through the same NAND qate is inhibited.

The controller is fairly immune to noise on the input lines by virtue of

the latches 8—1 and 8—2 and the monostable multivibrator 11—1. The latter is

triggered when either direction input goes high for the first time after a

relatively long pause, and on the falling edge of the pulse produced by

monostable 11—1 , the the complements of the direction inputs are latched. If

the signal which caused the triggering was only a spurious noise pulse, then

it will have likely gone away by the time the signal is latched (about a

microsecond later), and a spurious step to the motor driver will not occur.

~jrthermore, the latches are only reloaded just before each new step in a

seauence of pulses is to be generated . Hence , any noise occurring on the

input lines durinq the meantime will have no effect.

• • • •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ • • •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •~~~~~~~• • •~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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It is the signal that is latched just before a step pulse is to be

generated that determines which output wil l produce the pulse , if either is at

all. If one of the direction inputs was high at the time of the latching,

then the corresponding outputs are enabl ed via the NOR gates 9—1 and 9—4 . If

neither direction input was high, then no sten is oroduced. In this event,

the outpu t of NOR gate 9—3 goes hig h thus (1) clearmno the step—pr oduc ing

rnonostable 10—2 before it is triggered by the output of monostable 10—1, (2)

re—enabling monostable 11—1 to be triggered by an initial input signal, and

(3) clearing the output line labelled BUSY. The BUSY line only goes high when

step signals are being generated. Also note that the step signal outputs are

duplicated. One set aoes to the motor driver , while the other set goes to the

• position reqister to increment or decrement the position counter .

We now turn to the other half of the motor controller (Fig. 13) .

Working backwards from the lines connectir~ to the step generation circuit

just described, we find IC—6 which selects between two sets of inputs . The

lower set of inputs (B) are from the manual controller , and the upper set (A)

are for automatic control . Since this selector is controlled by the

PLYLO/1’4ANUAL line from the manual control panel , all automatic control is

inhibited whenever the range finder is put in manual mode.

Next we find that the inputs corresponding to automatic control come

from the output of yet another two—way selector , IC—S. This time, the signal

which controls the selector is the INITIALIZE input. This input causes the

motor to seek its home position which is sensed by an optical switch on the

scanning head . Conseouently, a special set of direction commands need to be

generated during the initial i zation process , and the purpose of IC—5 is to

switch from the norm al direction inputs over to a circuit which seeks home.

• i___••••• —.•—•— — , ——— . • —. —•—— —• — • — • — —

~~ -~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — -~- — • ~•—- -— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 



• The home—seeking circuit works as follows. The cross coupled NOR gates
- 

• 4—2 and 4—3 initially drive the CGq direction line . If at any t ime the H~4E

INDICA~lDR input goes low , then both NOR gates are turned off thus stopping the

-~ CG~1 drive signal . However , if the home position was not found , then the CG~

limit switch will be activated , and this causes the state of the two NOR gates

-• 
to change so that the motor starts moving in a CW direction . As before, as

soon as the home position is reached, the motor will stop. If the home

position is not found , then the motor will stop when it reaches the CW limit

• switch and remain there.

As can be seen, the status of all the switches are made available as

outputs on the controller . In fact , very nearly all of the lines terminating

at the top of Fig. 13 can be read or written by the PDP—ll via the control and

status register (CSR) of the range finder . Whenever the PDP—11 loads the CSR

• with new data , a pulse on the the WRITE CSR line is generated causing the

INITIALIZE and GO bits to be latched into [C—3 . These latches are necessary

to keeo the range finder from moving around randomly when the power to the

backplane is turned on; the bits in the CSR would initial ly be random , but

the latches act as a buffer and are cleared by the action of gate 2—4 . These

latches are also cleared whenever the PDP—ll issues a ONIBUS reset.

We can now ccrisider some of the other blocks which are connected to the

motor controllers. The motor drivers and the scanning head need hardl y be

mentioned . The motor drivers were purchased along with the motors, and all

they do is take the pulses coming in on CW and CGq inputs and energize the

• appropriate wind ings in the stepper motors. The scanning head merely contains

a collection of switches arid optical encoders whose effects have been

discussed above. 

•~~~~~~ 

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Returninci to the backplane, we have the position reqisters. These are

closeslv related to the motor controllers in that they close an open loop

inherent in the control1ers. 7~ bloc k diaqram of a position reoister is qiven

in Fiq . 15. Note thot there are 3ct.u.illy two r~qisters in the circui t, a

write— reqister and a read—reoister wn ich can be written and read,

respectively, by the PDP—ll . The read—r~qister is a binary counter where

c.tx~~r (JP and COUNT IX)WPJ inouts are connected to (dunlicates of) the motor

driver outputs on the motor controller . Hence, the read—register is

incremented or decremented as the motor is steooed one position CW or CCW

r espectively. The PDP—l l can load the POEit ion it would l ike the motor to go

to into the write— r~ iiste r.  The content~; of the read and write—reo isters are
- 

compar ed , and the r esult is made ava iI~ b1~ on two output lines (a third outPut

is not used) . These outputs are •~ired to the direction inputs on the motor

Count Count
Dcwn Up

ii ControHer 
~ Load

• 
- 

-—-—______

- 
• 

• Not Used —-——

~~~~ompar~~~~~~~~

- Wr i te -  L
- Reg i ster  

~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fig. 15. Block diag r am of a position register .

~
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________________- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — - ~~~~~~~~
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controller so that when the contents of the two registers are unequal, the

motor is driven in such a direction as to lessen the difference. When the

difference is reduced to zero, the motor stops. Finally, the cor~tents of the

read—rea ister are initial izod by apolyinq a t~~D signal . This sianal is wired

to coincide with the INITIAlIZE siinal applied to the motor controller , and

the effect is to load the contents of the write-register into the

read—recister while inhibiting counting . Hence, while the motor is seekina

its home nosition, the PDP—ll can load the Position register with the val ue it

would like the home Position to correspond to.

The control and status circuitry consists mainly of a 16—hit reaister

which interfaces to the PDP—ll. The assignments of the various bits in the

CSP are qiven in Table 1; most are self explanatory. The number ing of the

bits follows the DEC convention fr)igital Eouth~nent Corporation, 1973J . There

is a small amount of logic circuitry iced in conjunction with the CSR. Bit 15

is the loqicaj. OR of bits 13 and 14, i.e., whenever a limit switch is

activated , the error hit is set. Since it is a standard DEC orocedure to use

hit 7 for the done hit and since there are both a mirror and a lens which

produce indeoendent done hits, a means for selecting between the two was

• needed. Bit3 4 arid 5 were used for this t~urpose . When only bit 4 is set, the

• mirror  done bit is selected , and when only bit 5 is set, the lens done bit is

selected . When both bits are set, then the logical AND of the two -lone bits

is used.

The done hit is also used to recuest an interrupt on the PDP—ll. This

is accomplished by means of an interruot card which is also included within

the contro l and status block of Fio. 12. The interruot card reauires only two

inputs, an interruot reouest and an thterrupt enable. An interrupt is
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tAlr ite C~ lv Bits

Bit ø Go

Sit 1 Initialize mirror

Bit 2 Init ial ize lens

Bit 3 Reserved for future imolementation of a shutter
at the aperture of the laser

Bits 4 & 5 Used to select which done bit is displayed
(see text)

Bit 6 Interrupt enable

Read Only Bits

~it 7 Done bit

Bit 8 Reserved for future implementation of a shutter
at the aperture of the laser

Bit 9 I~Ot used

Bit 10 Manual indicator

Bit 11 Home ind icator for lens

Bit 12 Home indicator for mirror
4

Bit 13 Status of cCW limit switch on mirror

Bit 14 Status of CW limit switch on mirror

Bit 15 Error

• Table 1. The bits of the control and status register .

- -_- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ---~~---~~~~— • _ _ • ~ i__~ - -- - - • - - - - ______________
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oroduced when the former makes a transition from low to high while the latter

is set high. Clearly , the done hit is connected to the interrupt recruest

innut , and the interruot enable input is taken from the same sional on the

CSP. It should he noted that the done hit goes hi~ih whenever the range finder

stops after ~-~vmnn been set in motion. Hence, an interrunt can be cienerated

• ~ifLer initializing the rancic~ finder as well as after comoleting normcl

I commands to move about.

Finally, the manual controller deserves a brief mention. Its basic

function is to allow manual ~~sitioninq of the prolected laser stripe. For

convenience, this is imolemented with a lovstick where the left—r ight axis

controls the scannina anale, arid the uo-down axis controls the orientation of

the stripe. The manual controller ~s outputs which ~ to the motor controllers

I prov ide a variable rate seauence of pulses, the rate being controlled by the

-joystick. So long as each pulse is narrower -than the steeping rates actually

I ao~lie.1 to the motor drivers , the motor controllers can be ooerated in the

mode where one pulse in nroduces one motor step on the output. There is also

a switch for manually interrupting the computer . This makes it possible for a

I oroaram to recruest a human operator to position the stripe and to allow the

operator to sianal completion just as if the motors had been contolled in the
- I automatic mode.

3’

~~~~~~~~~~~~ - • • - - 
- 

-
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V. CO~~L~~ION

Although the range finder electronics described above seems to have no

flaws , there are several aspects of the scanning head that are worthy of

- • impr ovement. To anyone witnessina the r anae finder in operation , the most

ctvious of these is the noise made by the gear reduction assemblies when being

driven by the stepper motors. Since the mirror has a finite r ange of motion ,

• it was possible to reduce the noise in the mirror assembly somewhat by taking

up the backlash in the gears with a spring . However ; the same could not be

done for the lens assembly because it can rotate all the way around . It has

been noticed that frictional damping applied to the shafts of either motor

tends to reduce the noise somewhat , but since it is rot critical for reliable

operation of the range finder , no permanent damping has been installed.

The second oroblem involves the response of the stepper motors. In

order for the position registers to maintain an accurate record of the

position of the mirror and lens , the motors must respond to every step command

they receive . If the motors are driven too fast , they will lose their

position . It is desirable to drive the mirror motor nearly as fast as

possible since it takes over 1000 steps to get from one end of its range to

the other (al though the range within the camera~s field of view is normally

much less) . By tr ial arid error , the maximum rate was found to be about 60

steps per second . The lens , on the other hand , need not be driven so fast

since it rotates in such large angular increments . A safe arid convenient

speed for the lens motor appears to be about 15 steps per second .
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The noise and response of the scanning head motors could orobabl y be

impr oved by using small D.C. torcue motors instead of stepper motors.

However , in order to move the motors to soecific positions, additional wires

carrying oositional feedback would be reauired , and in order to obtain

sufficient accuracy , digital auadrature encoders would have to be used on the

shaft of each motor . For the improved performance , this added complexity

might be worthwhile , but the stepper motors are certainly adeciuate when slow

speeds and noise can be tolerated.

Finally, ther e are several problems regarding the auality of the laser

stripe produced by the cylindrical lens. The least serious of these is the 4
way the intensity of the light varies along the length of the stripe; it is

much br iqhter near the center than at the ends. There are three or four

factors which contribute to this effect , but since the distances and •i -

reflectivities of various obj ects illuminated by the range finder will be

subject to wide variations as wel l , the software for finding the stripe will

have to be insensitive to variations in intensity anyway.

A sl iahtl y more ser ious probl em is that the range finder does not

currently produce a strice long enough to span fr~m the top to the bottom of

* 
the widest a~~le image produced by the camera. (The camera s maximum vertical

field of view is about 32 degrees while the stripe only subtends an angle of

about 18 degrees.) Since the laser beam is slightly divergent , the stripe

could be lengthened by increasing the length of the optical path from the

1~~er to the scanning head ; however , this might caine vibration of the laser

beam relat ive to the scanning head to become a problem. A collimator which

increases the beam diameter would not have the problem of vibration , but it
• would make the stripe wider . Hence, for the time being , a short stripe will

• 
~ I-

--
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have to suffice.

The most ser ious Droblem with the cylindrical lens is that when it is

aligned as it ouoht to he , it oroduces many fringes narallel to the main

strioe. It is believed that these fringes are caused ~v internal reflections

inside the lens inte r fering with the oriainal light rays. If the lens is

tilted so that its lenathwise axis is a~~ut five decrees off from being

per nend icular to the incident laser beam, then the fringes disaooear. When

the lens is tilted in this manner , it can be shown that the stripe will be

• sliqhtlv bent into a shane resembling a hyperbola; although , in oractice,

this bend is not vi sually apoarent. Uer,ce, it is hoped that the bend whicn Ic

theoretically there will not be more sicinificant than the other sources of

error , such as spatial ouantization error in the digitized imaae and

uncertainty in the oositions of the mirror and lens. In any event, the bend -

in the stripe will only affect the end rx rtions of the stripe .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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APPEI~DIX A

DRAWINGS OF THE SCP~NNING HEAD

In Figs. 16—21, detailed views of the scanning head and its components

are given. In order to keeo the drawings simole, most of the dimensions have

been omitted . However , the fiqures are drawn to scale, so approx imate

d imensions can be obtained by direct measurement. Note that in the isometric

drawings, the dimensions are measured along the projected orthogonal axes

(spaced at 120 degree intervals) which therefore causes the objects thus

rendered to appear larger than their actual sizes .
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APP~~DIX B

ALIG1~I~ENT OF THE SCANNING HEAD

Altoqether , there are seven components reouirinq al ignment. These

include two small mirrors which deliver the laser beam to the scanning head ,

the lens rotating assembly, the cylindrical lens mounting assembly, the

scanning mirror , and the two optical switches which sense the home positions

of the rotating lens and the scann ing mirror .  Since some of these components

must be al igned before others , and since such alignment is fairly difficult

without the aid of some very soecial al ignment tools , a detailed discussion of

the oroner procedure to follow is given below .

First of all , the home sensing apparatus on the mirror assembly r eouires

a orel iminary al ionment that can only be done with the scanning head removed

from the oan—tilt platform. Since the motor turns around six times as the

• mirror moves from stop to stop, an additional limit switch on the second gear

is wired in series with the optical sensor on the motor . The recession in the

face of this second gear must be aligned with the switch when the mirror is

• turned approximately 45 degrees frc~n the axis of the incident laser beam. To

make this alignment , first position the mirror mounting assembly on the shaft

it rotates about so that the tota l scanning range is ecually distributed about

the 45 degree position. Then , turn the mirror ful ly clockwise until the gear

connected to the mirror becomes disengaqed . The rest of the gears and the

motor can now be turned freely without moving the mirror. After re—engaging

• the gears , see if the recession in the second gear is properly aligned , and if

not , try again.
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The next item that should be adjusted is the lens rotating assembly.

The axis of the hollow shaft must hr a imed so that it intersects the axis that

the scanning mirror rotates about. This adjustment is best accomplished with

two snec ial instruments ~h L :~ k - x t e r d these axes closer to the point of their

inter section . Both of these instruments are simoly rods with pointed ends,

one six to eiqht inches long which fits snl glv inside the bore of the hollow

shaft , and the other about an inch and a half in length with a hole bored in

the center of the non—pointed end so that it fits snugly over the shaft that

the scanning mirror attaches to. Of course, the mirror and lens mountings

need to be removed before these rods can be inserted in their respect ive

places. When this is don e , slide the lens rotating assembly about until the

points of the two pointed rod s can be made to coincide .

The third item to be al igned i~ the first delivery mirror that the laser

beam encounters. It is necessary that the laser beam intersect the second

mirror at precisely the same point as does the axis of the hollow shaft on the

lens rotating assembly . Insert the lonq pointed rod through the hollow shaft

so that the ooint almost touches ~:h~ second mirror. Then adjust the two

alignment screws on the f i rs t  mirro i  to make the laser beam fall squarely on

the point of the rod . :Lt shu~ ld he noted that when adjusting the mirror (and

— 

all the other mirrors on the ranee f inder as well), one screw moves the laser

beam up and down while the ot•ner screw i~oves the beam right and left .

Alignment of the second del ivery mirror is next. The laser beam must

coincide with the axis of th~ hollow shaft on the lens rotating assembly. ~~

the end of the shaft where tne tens mounting assembly goes, out a piece of

transl~~ent tape with a ouarter InC~I circle and crosshairs drawn on it. The

• : circle should correspond ‘ - ~he bore ot the shaft, but to verify that the

• ~~•-- —~~ • -- -- —- —----- -- • -~~ -•~~- -- ---—---—-— -- —--- -~ -- • •
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crosshairs are oro~~rly centered , soin the shaft to see if the center of the

crosshairs remains stationary. Then adjust the second mirror until the laser

• b~~m is centered in the crosshairs.

Now that the incident laser beam is correctly oositioned, the lens

rotating 8ssemhlv reauires several more adjustments. Turn the gear on the

shaft of the stenr~ r motor so that when the motor is energized, the hole in

the lam er aear lines uo with the optical sensor. Next, insert the lens

mounting assembly on the hollow shaft so that the projected stripe is

• aoproxirnate lv vertical. The adjustment which makes it exactly vertical is to

be made later . Now , slide the lens mounting block un or down until the striue

is centered about the axis of the laser oeair . Finally, adjust  the lens

attitude ~late so that the r~e3m reflected v the flat side of the lens is

oarallel to the incident beam , -and then lower one end of the lens until the

frin’aes on either side of th-~ stripe qo away.

Next , the scanning mirror reeds to be adjusted to line the surface of

the mirror un with the axin -~~~~ the -rounting hole on the mirror mountina

assembly. Insert this asse~bly or~to its shaft. One half of the end of the

• - shaf t should be ~isibl~ in t:~-e mirror and should annear to be part of the

actual shaft, as if the ‘~iirror were not really there. While lookina down on

th ’~ end of the shaft, adiusc the screw holding the ball bearing until the

shaft looks oerfectlv round. Then, while viewing the end of the shaft from a

lower anale, adjust the screw at the top of the mirror assembly until the top

of the shaft looks oerfectly flat . !1ote that this alignment requires sharo

eves.
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Fina lly, the home position of the mirror and lens can be set. After

advanc ing the lens motor 18 steps beyond its home position (rotating the lens

by 90 degrees), turn the lens mounting assembly on the hollow shaft until the

strioe is exactly parallel with the raster lines in the television image.

Also, if the stripe is not approximately half way up in the image, then it

should be made so by adjusting the tilt of the camera on the pan—tilt

olatform.

To complete the adjustment of the home position on the mirror , turn the

stripe so that it is vertical and drive the scanning motor until the light is

beina projected parallel to the optical axis of the camera. The limit switch

in series with the optical sensor should now be closed. Then turn the disc

which blocks the optical sensor so that the slit in the disc causes the outpot

of the sensor to go low.

One final note: these last two steos may not align the range finder

with the true optical axis of the camera, but to a very close aoprox imation ,

an axis can be defined slightly off center in the image fran which the angles

to other points in the image are measured .

r
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